Esteemed Colleagues!

You are welcome to the all-Russian Scientific Conference on

«SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS
OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN REGIONS»

commemorating the 30-th Anniversary of the Sochi Research Center
of the Russian Academy of Sciences

October 23-26, 2018, Sochi, Russia.

Conference Goal

The goal of the all-Russian scientific conference is to consolidate the efforts of different professionals, to exchange experience and develop recommendations for the sustainable development of Russian regions.

Conference Objectives

- To discuss results and research methods aimed at complex decision of social, economic, technological and ecological problems in Russian regions;
- To detect priority developmental trends of Russia’s regions and social technologies directed to building a system of interaction between regional authorities, scholars, business units and civil society institutions under construction;
- To exchange experience on monitoring of ethno-social situation in national regions of the Russian Federation and assess efficiency of implementation of the national and ecological policy of the Russian Federation Government on the regional level;
- To conduct expert studies for young scholars and professionals in order to get them acquainted with the modern research tools of information support for development programs in economy, ecology, sociology, applied anthropology and mathematical modelling

Plenary session, workshops, “round-table” discussions, topical school-workshop for young scholars and post-graduates are planned at the conference.

Form of participation: full-time (presentation and publication). Conference program includes plenary and sectional reports.

Conference languages: Russian and English.
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The following sections and «round table» discussions will be held at the all-Russian Conference simultaneously.

Moderator- Volkov Aleksander V, Ph.D. in Economics.
Topics:  

SECTION 2. Technology of solving ethnic and social regional problems: inner and international experience. Problems of preservation of natural, historic and cultural heritage.
Moderators - Sadovoy Alexander N., Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor; Golovnev Andrey V., Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor.
Topics:  
National policy in the image of the state: reality, practice, efficiency. Myths and myth-making in ethnic history. Monitoring of ethnic and social situation and practice in ethnological expert evaluation in the entities of the Russian Federation. Communities of migrants and the problem of preservation of ethnic self identification. Ethnic entrepreneurship and ethnic sectors of urban economy. Tourism as a system of interethnic communications. Preservation and updating of historical and cultural heritage as a factor of sustainable development of transboundary and recreational regions. The system of
interaction of municipal authorities of natural areas under special protection and national public associations in solving ethno-social and ecological problems.


Moderator – Mishulina Svetlana I., Ph.D. in Economics.

Topics:


SECTION 4. Tourist sector of the Russian economy: present day analysis, forecast for future.

Moderator – Sharafutdinov Vladimir N., Ph.D. in Economics.

Topics:


«Round-table» discussion. Legal and organizational support of ethnological expertise in the entities of the Russian Federation.

Moderator – Sadovoy Alexander N., Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor; Golovnev Andrey V., Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor.


Moderator – Vapirov Yury M., Ph.D. in Engineering Science.

EDUCATIONAL COMPONENT OF THE CONFERENCE

Topical school -workshop with a series of lectures by the Russian and foreign scientists will be held at the conference for young scholars and post-graduates.

Preliminary topics of lectures:

- Large marine ecosystems under climatic change.
- Mathematic modelling of marine and surface ecosystems.
• Specially preserved natural areas of Russia and the World – past, present, future.
• Modern growth trends of tourism-recreation clusters. World experience.
• Developmental strategy of the sea-side tourism-recreation complex by the example of the Black Sea coast of the Russian Federation.
• Hydrometeorological and ecological monitoring in Russia and abroad.
• Integrated control of coastal areas.
• Problems of sustainable reproduction of regional travel products in Russia.
• Methods of ethnological expertise and forms of regional ethnological monitoring arrangement.
• Globalization and problems of cultural heritage preservation.
• National topics in modern mass-media: the problems of scientific objectivity.
• Specific character of tourist flows formation in Russia.

RULES OF SUBMISSION

You are kindly requested to send your application for participation in the Conference with the completed Registration Form, the texts of publications and a copy of the receipt for payment of the organizational fee to the Organizing Committee by e-mail address: conf_snec@mail.ru

Terms of Submission:

| Applications with the completed Registration Form and with the Title of the article/report are accepted | Before May 1, 2018 |
| Articles and Registration fees are accepted | Before July 25, 2018 |

It is necessary to attach a copy of expert evidence to the article on the possibility of its publication (not in the list of the state secrets, not in the List of information equal to the state secrets approved by the Decree of the RF President No 1203, November 30, 1995, not classified as a secret).

The proceedings of the Conference will be issued in a collection by the beginning of the conference with the appropriate indexes UDC, BBK and ISBN - the International Standard Book Number. All the reports will be indexed by articles in the system of the Russian Scientific Citation Index (RINC).

Registration fee - 1000 rubles (rent a hall, coffee-breaks, costs for the collection of the proceedings, a disc with full texts of reports, postage). Easy to paid in bank offices against the given requisites.

Foreign participants are requested to contact the Organizing Committee as for the Registration fee.

PAPERS PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

The Organizing Committee urges you to stick strictly to the following rules when preparing your papers:

| Urgency | The article should raise an urgent topic and contain self-achieved research results. |
| Responsibility | The authors are responsible for the reports presented. The copyright sign (©, with the author’s name at the end of the article are mandatory |
| Volume of the | Not more than 10 pages of typewritten text in A4 format. |
**Text Structure:**

1st line (top left corner) - UDC;
2nd line - title (in capital letters, bold, centered);
3rd line – surname, name, patronymic (in lower-case letters, centered);
4th line - academic degree, rank, position, organization name (in low-case letters, centered);
5th line – city, country (in low-case letters, centered);
6th line – author’s e-mail address (in low-case letters, centered);
7th line – abstract (no more than 7-8 lines).

Then the body of the text is put at one interval indentation. References list follows the body text with an interval indentation (name in low-case letters, centered).

The information about the report in English follows after with an interval indentation.

1st line (top left corner) - UDC;
2nd line - title (in capital letters, bold, centered);
3rd line – surname, name, patronymic (in lower-case letters, centered);
4th line - academic degree, rank, position, organization name (in low-case letters, centered);
5th line – city, country (in low-case letters, centered);
6th line – author’s e-mail address (in low-case letters, centered);

For foreign participants it is possible to submit the article in English with information about the report in Russian.

The Organizing Committee reserves the right to edit the texts. The papers won't be accepted in case they do not answer the Conference topics, are poorly prepared or submitted later than the date indicated in the given Information Letter.
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE CONTACTS

Address: 354000, 8-A Theatralnaya St., Sochi, Russia. Sochi Research Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

Information: 
*Onishchenko Elena V* – tel. - 8 (862) 269-59-82 (of); +7 (918) 205-29-72
E-mail: conf_snic@mail.ru

The Conference program will be presented in the second information letter.

Please let your interested colleagues get to know about the event!

With great respect and hope for a meeting and fruitful work at the conference!

Organizing Committee